
 
 
  

BWA General Council Resolution 1994.3 

 

1994 International Year of the Family  

The General Council of the Baptist World Alliance meeting in Uppsala, Sweden from 18-24 July 1994:  

RECOGNIZES with thanksgiving in the United Nations International Year of the Family progress 

documented by UNICEF's State of the World's Children (1994) report in such areas as literacy, health and 

nutrition;  

PROCLAIMS the biblical definition of the family, a permanent, monogamous, heterosexual union, as the 

original divine plan for family life which must continue to serve as foundation and ideal for an ordered 

and effective society.  

ACKNOWLEDGES that since family life is under threat in all cultures, Christians must ensure effective 

marriage preparation, teach family members to communicate with each other, provide relevant models of 

parenting and benefit from the wisdom of the older generation of Christians;  

VIEWS WITH ALARM the consequences for the nurture of family life, of the deteriorating situation of 

women, many of whom suffer from such difficulties as poor health care, lack of clean and safe water, 

illiteracy, domestic violence and sexual slavery, as documented in the Baptist World Alliance Women's 

Department report Women 1994;  

LAMENTS the agony of millions of the world's children caused by disease, malnutrition, poverty, child 

prostitution, sex tourism, slavery, abuse and war;  

URGES the world Baptist family to mark this Year by taking action on behalf of the women of the world 

following the examples of ministries cited in Women 1994;  

IMPLORES above all that we give children first call on our compassion and resources, committing 

ourselves to prayer, research, actions which seek universal ratification of the United Nations Convention 



  

on the Rights of the Child with implementation of its provisions and saying "Yes" to God who gives first 

place to children.  
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